
Safety

Safety concerns everyone. TMC products are designed with safety in mind. Guards, automatics, and
detailed operational procedures are typical safeguards. Personnel who have any contact with the
machinery are responsible to become familiar with all safety precautions.

Supervisors must review and understand the operational manual. Operators and maintenance personnel
need to practice proper machine operation with particular emphasis on safety. Employees who work at
other stations nearby must be familiar with precautions related to the machines.

Accident prevention is an ongoing process as the workplace is in constant flux. It changes as often as
equipment, personnel and procedures change. General safety guidelines should be reviewed regularly
and revised.  Regulations should be enforced. Everyone needs to participate. Always be sensitive to and
report all potential workplace hazards. Do not work on unsafe machinery or in unsafe situations.  Put
safety first.

Illustrations and component descriptions depicted throughout this manual
represent a typical TC400 Volumetric Filler Cartoner.

Your cartoner may be configured differently and/or contain other components.
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Failure to follow the
safety guidelines for the
cartoner, all of its
associated components
and those of the
production facility in
which the cartoner is
located, can result in
equipment damage,
personal injury or death.
Persons working near or
with the cartoner must
review and understand
all safety and operational
concerns regarding the
cartoner.

!WARNING!

General Safety
�Read all related manuals.
�Follow all warning signs.
�Never touch moving parts.
�Install all safety features before starting machine.
�Never disable safety features.
�Fully stop and lock out machine before servicing the cartoner.
�Remove power before opening electrical enclosure.

Operating Safety
�Do not operate a machine you believe in unsafe condition.
�Notify your supervisor of all unsafe conditions.
�Inspect work area for misplaced tools/foreign objects.
�Never BYPASS guards in normal operation mode.
�Alert workers before starting machinery.
�Engage E-Stop or remove power before reaching in.
�Use caution when working with hot melt glue materials.

Maintenance Safety
�Remove power before opening electrical enclosure.
�Use OSHA machine lock out on controls before performing
any service or maintenance.
�Inventory tools before and after maintenance.
�Use proper tool for job.
�Tighten all fasteners and fittings.
�Keep machine in good repair to avoid damage, accidents.
�Consult factory before making any changes.
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Emergency Stop (E-stop)

E-Stops function primarily to provide machine safety and should only be used in an emergency or as a
safety precaution when removing debris or jams inside the cartoner.  The E-Stops are red, self-locking
buttons. They illuminate when activated and are strategically located around the machine for easy
accessibility. An activated E-Stop immediately removes all control power and stops cartoner  operation.
The activated button must be pulled out in order to restart the cartoner.  Because an E-STOP activation
is not a controlled mechanical stop, an E-STOP Start Up Procedure must be followed when production
is resumed.

START UP PROCEDURE
Repair condition.
Close guard door(s) and /or pull out E-Stop button(s).
Push RESET button on control panel.
Push START button on control panel.
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Guard Doors

Guard doors are equipped with Guard Switches (gs) which function in the same fashion as E-Stops.  An
open guard door immediately stops operation of the cartoner and cuts all control power to the machine.
The cartoner will not start until all guard doors are closed properly.  The number of the open guard door
is indicated on the Alarm Screen (see "Operator Interface"). Because a guard door activation is not a
controlled mechanical stop, an E-STOP Start Up Procedure must be followed when production is
resumed.

START UP PROCEDURE
Repair condition.
Close guard door(s) and /or pull out E-Stop button(s).
Push RESET button on control panel.
Push START button on control panel.
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Tower Light

The tower light illuminates one of three color codes to signal the operational status of the cartoner. The
RED light flashes when it is stopped (E-Stop and C-Stop) and when the machine starts up. The GREEN
light illuminates when it is operating normally.  The AMBER light indicates a low carton supply, and a
constant beeping by a sonic beeper which continues until the supply is replenished or RESET button is
pressed. The sonic beeper also emits three (3)  long beeps when the cartoner begins operating.
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